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Overview
Unlike other specifi-
cations like the aero-
space AS9100 stan-
dard that focuses on 
the quality manage-
ment system, MIL-
PRF-31032 is a perfor-
mance specification; 
in other words, it was 

established to test PCBs to certify that they meet 
the necessary requirements for military use. The 
title of the specification is “Printed Circuit Board/
Printed Wiring Board, General Specification For,” 
and the scope “establishes the general performance 
requirements for printed circuit boards or printed 
wiring boards and the verification requirements for 
ensuring that these items meet the applicable per-
formance requirements.”
Unlike other certifications, like ISO 9001, where a 
company could still build commercial PCBs without 
the certification, there are no exceptions with the 
military. Every single PCB produced for the military/
DoD must be manufactured by a company certified 
to the specification.
Companies that have been in the military game as 
long as ASC began certifying to the MIL-P-55110 
specification, which was renumbered to MIL-
PRF-55110 in 1997. MIL-PRF-55110 was the predeces-
sor to MIL-PRF-31032 and is still in play for legacy 
military products. While a company can no longer 
qualify to 55110, they can continue to build and 
certify PCBs on legacy programs that still require 
this specification. As the military moves quite slow 
when it comes to change, there is still plenty of 
business to which this applies.

DLA
The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) for Land and 
Maritime is the qualifying activity (the organiza-
tional element of the government that grants cer-
tifications) and will determine an organization’s ad-
equacy and compliance to the requirements listed 
in this standard. This determination involves veri-
fication of the implemented quality management 
(QM) plan by a Technical Review Board, validation 
of the effectiveness of the implementation of the 
QM plan and demonstrated capability to produce 
a printed board technology. While the U.S. mili-
tary sector of the PCB industry is relatively small, 
it is strategically important to the country and the 
world. Ensuring a reliable supply of such boards is 
the task of the DLA located in Columbus, Ohio. The 
main DLA tools for verifying capable supply bases 
are the military specifications for printed wiring 
boards. There are three main specifications: MIL-
PRF-31032 (all boards), MIL-PRF-55110 (rigid PCBs), 
and MIL-PRF-50884 (flexible PCBs).
The DLA Sourcing and Qualification mission state-
ment reads as follows: “The specific mission of the 
DLA Land and Maritime, Sourcing and Qualifications 
Division is to establish and maintain a known-good 
supplier base that has successfully demonstrated 
their products met the specified performance, qual-
ity, and reliability levels via the DoD Product Quali-
fication Program.”
The DLA could be both your new best friend and 
your worst nightmare if you pursue and maintain 
MIL-PRF-31032 certification. The DLA could be 
your worst nightmare because they are extremely 
tough and thorough evaluators of your manufac-
turing process. Meanwhile, the DLA could be your 
new best friend because they will make you better. 
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These folks know boards, understand the process-
es, and are absolute sticklers for a high level of per-
formance from your PCBs.
QML
After successful completion of the qualification 
process, a company will then be listed on the qual-
ified manufacturers list (QML)—a resource that 
identifies all of the certified companies, along with 
appendices that address various require-
ments/methods grouped by technolo-
gy and specific end-use. This list is 
frequently used by military OEMs 
and contractors to select compa-
nies awarding new military/
DOD business.
Quality Management 
Plan
This is the military’s ver-
sion of a quality manual 
that might be in place 
for an organization 
holding ISO, AS9100, or 
automotive QMS certifi-
cations. The DLA specifies 
what needs to be included in 
the QMP, but many areas can 
be taken directly from the current 
quality manual if it exists. The QMP 
needs to explain how the company 
meets the MIL-PRF-31032 requirements 
in each of the following topics, typically pointing to 
a company procedure or work instruction.
Technical Review Board (TRB)
The TRB is responsible for communicating pertinent 
information to the qualifying activity and to the 
company’s management team and is a small group 
of internal management staff. The TRB ensures the 
QMP is in place and working properly by conduct-
ing TRB meetings to evaluate performance, suitabil-
ity, adequacy, and effectiveness. This is similar to an 
ISO management review meeting but occurs more 
frequently.

Process Flow
A process flow must be developed, showing each 
manufacturing, inspection, and test step in the pro-
cess that is being qualified, along with an index for 
each step to a procedure or work instruction. It is 
critical that the process flow and process traveler 
match.
Organizational Chart

The existing organizational chart will 
need to be modified slightly to iden-

tify the members of the TRB.
Conversion of Customer Re-

quirements
This describes how the com-

pany converts informa-
tion from customer data 
into internal documents 
and processes to build 
the product. This cov-
ers quoting, contract 
review, planning, and 
traveler generation.

Self-Assessment
The self-assessment is a 

special internal audit for the 
special parts of the QMS, specifi-
cally for MIL-PRF-31032. This can be 

added to the standard internal audit 
schedule.

QMS Status Summary and TRB Reporting
The company must set up a process to provide 
quarterly and annual summary data of all of the or-
ders built during that period under MIL-PRF-31032. 
The summary includes internal and third-party in-
spection and test results.
Document and Data Control
The existing document control process may have 
to be modified to extend the retention period of 
MIL-PRF-31032 jobs, depending on the existing 
schedule.
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Continuous Improvement
The existing CI process should be adequate as long 
as it includes a provision for process reliability.
Failure Analysis
A dedicated failure analysis plan needs to be estab-
lished to test and analyze failed printed boards from 
all stages of manufacturing and customer returns. 
This plan also identifies corrective actions based on 
the findings of the failure analysis. Failure analysis 
triggers include:

• Lot conformance inspection failures

• Periodic conformance inspection failures

• Percent defective allowable failures

• In-process/group A failures

• Customer/field returns

Process Control
This is typically demonstrated through a collection 
of work instructions for traveler generation, AOI, 
in-process inspection, final inspection, and micro-
section.
Percent Allowable Defective (PDA)
The organization must identify a PDA limit for the 
critical inspection/test steps like AOI, ET, final in-
spection, and thermal stress. This means that if the 
failed/rejected PCBs for a specific defect exceed 
this percentage, the entire lot must be rejected.
Corrective Action
The existing corrective action process may need to 
be modified to add a provision to perform correc-
tive action on any field or validation failure.
Qualification and Add-On Qualification 
Testing
A qualification process must be developed for the 
initial qualification of a specific technology PCB, in-
cluding the test vehicle(s), test sequences and con-
ditions, sample sizes and selection, data recording, 
and setting up the reporting requirements. There 
needs to be a provision for add-on qualification, 
which is when a technology not covered under the 
current qualification is to be added.

Periodic Conformance Inspection
Quality and reliability of the manufacturing pro-
cesses are assessed through the use of test vehicles 
through a third-party DLA approved lab. The test 
vehicles are typically coupons from the most com-
plex PCB design produced each month, and the re-
quired tests are prescribed by MIL-PRF-31032.
Training
The current training program should be adequate 
without any modifications.
Contract Services
The current purchasing process should be adequate 
provided it has a provision for selection, qualifica-
tion, and monitoring of suppliers and subcontrac-
tors to assure product and services meet all re-
quirements.
Test Optimization
A process is required to modify, reduce, or eliminate 
testing using the best commercial practices avail-
able while still ensuring all specified performance, 
quality, and reliability requirements are met. Things 
like sample size reduction based on statistical fail-
ure data is one example.
Change Control
The current change control process will need to be 
modified to incorporate TRB approval. All process 
changes and/or changes to the process flow must 
be approved by the TRB and made available to the 
qualifying activity. For any change that merits con-
sideration for requalification, the TRB and qualifying 
activity should decide if requalification is needed.
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Test Methods
All tests that are performed on MIL-PRF-31032 prod-
ucts must be identified, separated by the tests per-
formed internally and externally by third-party labs.
Calibration
The current calibration program should be ade-
quate without any modifications.
Establishing the TRB
As outlined previously, the TRB is a small group of 
internal management staff that ensures the quali-
ty management plan (QMP) is in place and work-
ing properly. The function and responsibilities of 
the TRB must be documented in the TRB operating 
procedure. In most organizations, the TRB mem-
bers are the same as the management review team 
and is usually a cross-functional group of leaders of 
the core business functions (manufacturing, qual-
ity, sales, engineering). There can also be ad-hoc 
members that can participate in meetings as spe-
cific subject-matter experts on a particular topic.

During meetings, the TRB members are typically re-
sponsible for bringing information and data, such 
as information and progress reports on action items 
assigned to them at previous meetings, informa-
tion on planned changes that could affect the QMS, 
quality planning needs and activities, and recom-
mendations for improvements to the QMS.
Organizational Structure
The TRB operational procedure must define the 
members of the TRB by name and title, and respon-
sibilities need to be outlined in detail. The mem-
bers of the TRB must have the responsibility and 
authority to make decisions and the resources to 
implement these decisions. Any changes made to 
the TRB membership shall be concurrently commu-
nicated to the qualifying activity, which means that 
any change in membership must be reported. Re-
cords of the TRB deliberations and decisions shall 
be maintained, and the records shall be made avail-
able to the qualifying activity.

Responsibilities
The overarching responsibility of the TRB is the im-
plementation, maintenance, review, and verifica-
tion of the QMP. The duties of the team include, 
but are not limited to, oversight of the following:

1. Technology: The process of research, devel-
opment, approval, and maintenance of tech-
nology, including qualification testing, add-on 
qualification testing, and information systems 
and technology.

2. Manufacturing: The monitoring and ap-
proving of existing, temporary, and new man-
ufacturing processes, procedures, and work 
instructions. This includes the process flow di-
agram, process flow documentation index, and 
process control.

3. Testing: The process of testing PCBs, includ-
ing verification test and inspection methods, 
test optimization, documentation and data re-
tention of results, and storage and disposition 
of specimens.

4. Quality Assurance: Ensuring that all PCBs 
meet specified performance, quality, and re-
liability requirements of MIL-PRF-31032. This 
includes failure analysis, corrective action, pe-
riodic conformance inspection, and capability 
verification inspection.

5. Contract Service Organizations: The con-
trol of any subcontracted manufacturing, pro-
cessing, or testing.

6. Conversion of Customer Requirements: 
The processes that review customer require-
ments, verify manufacturability, and create the 
appropriate traveler or work order to manufac-
ture the order.

Note: Change control is an integral responsibility of the 
TRB, including the previous six managing duties of the 
board.

Meetings
The purpose of TRB meetings is to review the var-
ious functions of the QMP and monitor the effec-
tiveness of the plan. The TRB assesses PCB qual-
ity and reliability thorough review of the process 
controls, inspection and test results, board or lot 
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failure rates, and failure analysis results of internal 
rejects and customer returns. Also reviewed during 
meetings are the specifics of all MIL-PRF-31032 or-
ders that were manufactured during the last period 
(number of jobs, yield/rejection rates, delivery, etc.).
A typical TRB meeting agenda includes the follow-
ing:

• Summary of TRB activity

• Self-assessment results

• Add-on qualifications

• Continuous improvement updates

• Process control

• Corrective actions

• Fabrication and test facility

• QML compliant printed boards shipped, in-
cluding QPL compliant printed boards pro-
duced under the certified QM plan

• Customer returns

• Summary of inspection lot data, including
part fallout and lot rejection

• Results of periodic conformance inspection
and capability verification inspection assess-
ment

• Summary and approval of major and minor
changes

The next step in the process is to create four new 
procedures to address the unique requirements of 
the military.
Qualification and Add-On Procedure
This process provides the guidelines for the initial 
qualification of the company, as well as a path for 
future add-on qualifications. The first thing that 
needs to be included is the process for developing 
the qualification test vehicle. This is the specific PCB 
design that will be used to build the qualification 
boards. The documentation required must also be 
identified, such as production traveler, test vehicle 
design, drawings, multilayer layup, etc.
Test Vehicle
A company will qualify for specific technology and 
will need to develop a qualification test plan, which 
is a document that specifies the following minimum 
attributes of the qualification board:

• Max. Number of Layers and Dielectric Type

• Max. Panel Size

• Max. Board Thickness

• Min. Drilled Hole Before Plating

• Aspect Ratio

• Min. Conductor Width

• Via Structure

• Min. Conductor Space

• Hole Preparation

• Hole Wall Conductive Coating

• Copper Plating

• Solder Resist

• Silkscreen

• Final Finish

• Additional Fabrication Capabilities

• Controlled Impedance

It is important to note here that the qualification 
“flows down” but not “up.” In other words, if an 
18-layer is qualified, layer counts less than 18 layers
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can be built as long as the other above parameters 
are the same, but a 20-layer would not be allowed.
Sample Size and Data Requirements
The next section would be to establish the lot size 
of the qualification lot and the sample sizes that 
will be used for testing. The data recording and re-
tention of all qualification records must be defined, 
including coupons and any extra boards left over 
from the qualification lot.
Failure Analysis and Resubmission
A DLA-approved third-party testing lab must be se-
lected to use for the initial qualification as well as 
the ongoing monthly testing. Should a submitted 
sample fail any tests, this procedure needs to have 
a provision for failure analysis and corrective action. 
This typically leverages the ex-
isting processes already in place. 
The rules for resubmitting new 
qualification boards must also be 
defined here, particularly that ad-
ditional extra samples from the 
failed lot cannot be used.
Qualification Test Summary 
and Reporting
This section outlines the com-
ponents for the summary that is 
needed to be submitted to the 
DLA after all tests and inspections 
have been successfully performed, 
including the third-party lab). This 
includes things like the travelers, 
internal and external test and in-
spection results, lot conformance 
forms and results, failure mode for 
any rejections, dimensional and 
electrical test parameters and measurements, and 
a copy of the qualification test plan.
Add-On Qualification
MIL-PRF-31032 allows for the expansion of the qual-
ified technology through the add-on qualification 
process. A technology that falls within 25% of the 
current qualified technology can be built with a 

new qualification test plan and TRB approval. For 
example, with a qualified 18-layer, a 22-layer could 
be qualified through the add-on process.
The same would apply to line width, hole size, etc. 
There is no need to wait for DLA approval in these 
cases; they will verify the add-on qualification data 
during their next regular visit/audit. Anything great-
er than a 25% technology change will require a new 
full qualification like the initial qualification.
Verification Test and Inspection Methods
The purpose of this document is to indicate which 
verification tests shall be done in-house and by the 
DLA approved outside test facility. The following  
tables outline the inspections and tests that are 
performed internally and externally.

Test Optimization
This procedure provides a process that allows a 
company to modify, reduce, or eliminate testing 
using the best commercial practices available while 
still assuring all specified performance, quality, and 
reliability requirements are met. While test optimi-
zation is not a mandatory part of the specification, 
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when applicable, this process specifies the steps 
taken to ensure compliance to MIL-PRF-31032 Ap-
pendix D.
General Information for Test Optimization
Unless otherwise specified by the printed board 
procurement documentation, a company may mod-
ify, substitute, or delete the tests and inspections 
defined in the applicable specification sheet. This is 
accomplished by baselining a flow of tests and in-
spections that will ensure that the PCBs are capable 
of meeting the generic verifications provided in the 
applicable specification sheet. The TRB team is re-
sponsible for ensuring that the PCBs are capable of 
meeting the performance requirements applicable 
to each specific PCB technology.
Methods of Test Optimization
The reduction of testing and/or sampling includes a 
reduction in the number of samples or test frequen-
cy, whether it is within a lot of periodic sampling. 
The modification of any tests includes using alter-
nate test procedures, equipment, or test vehicles 
to achieve the same evaluation as the baseline ver-
ification method.
Test Optimization Program Requirements
A company must maintain the established process 
controls and evaluate the effect on the quality and 
reliability of any out-of-control conditions that may 
exist at critical process parameters. If a process 
changes, test optimizations currently in place must 
be assessed to determine if they are still valid and 
effective.
Another caveat to using a test optimization plan is 
that an evaluation must be performed to determine 
if a relationship exists between any processes used 
to optimize test and any customer returns or failure 
trends. Changes in a company’s baseline test plan 
to include test optimization are considered major 
changes and thus require notification to the quali-
fying activity.
Critical Process Parameters
When deciding whether to eliminate a test, the fol-

lowing should be considered, as a minimum:
• Variables critical to test outcome, called
critical process parameters, should be iden-
tified and are in-control in accordance with
the process control plan

• Assignable causes are understood and con-
trolled at critical process parameters

• Critical process parameters have exhibited
sufficient capability to ensure low printed
board defect rates

Test Optimization Correlation, Confirmation, 
and Implementation
The TRB team and qualifying activity shall approve 
any test optimization used in lieu of required test-
ing activity and need to document the specific ar-
eas of correlation between the alternate method 
and the applicable specification sheet requirement 
it replaces. The following is a typical flow:

• Identify candidate requirements of the
applicable specification sheet for test
optimization

• Using data, identify any correlations
between the candidate requirements and
the potential alternate method(s)

• Where correlation exists, develop and
document alternative method(s)

• Accumulate data off-line to confirm the
capability of the test optimization to ensure
that the requirements are met

• Submit test optimization for TRB approval

• Submit test optimization for qualifying
activity approval

• Implement the test optimization

Test optimization should be periodically assessed 
by the TRB to ensure its continued effectiveness. 
This periodic assessment is a tool for the TRB to 
aid in monitoring and maintaining product qual-
ity. Methods for periodic assessment may include 
stress-to-failure tests, failure mode analysis, analyt-
ic prediction modeling, etc. If test optimization is 
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determined to no longer meet the initial require-
ments, the manufacturer should implement the ap-
propriate baseline testing step previously approved 
by the TRB.
PCI and CVI Inspection
The purpose of this document is to define periodic 
conformance inspection (PCI) and capability verifi-
cation inspection (CVI) applicable to the qualified 
specification sheets, to be used for the purposes of 
quality monitoring and change control evaluation. 
These are both requirements that are performed 
by a DLA approved third-party lab. PCI is typically 
done monthly and CVI every two years.
PCI
PCI testing is performed on the most complex DoD 
lot built during the month and tested in accor-
dance with the applicable specification sheet (slash 
sheet). The data and results of the PCI, including 
failure analysis, need to be available and submitted 
to the qualification activity monthly. Any PCI failure 
will require submitting a corrective action to DLA 
and also shall require notification to the affected 
customer within three working days (typically) of 
the discovery of the failure.
Conformance Inspection Vehicle
The PCI vehicle is generally incorporated into the 
panel as a dedicated test coupon but can also be 
a PCB, separate test vehicle, or any combination. 

Documentation and trace-
ability procedures for con-
formance inspection shall 
be the same as for normal 
production and shall in-
clude the design, design 
rules, test procedures, and 
process rules. These re-
quirements are normally 
contained in the produc-
tion traveler package. The 
complexity shall reflect, as 
a minimum, the functional-

ity of the process and technology characteristics, 
and the design of the vehicle shall reflect the worst-
case conditions.
Selection and Submission of Samples for PCI
On a monthly basis, the most complex DoD perfor-
mance specification lot shall be selected to perform 
PCI and must include each base material qualified 
and produced during the month. Preparation of the 
PCI package is generally done the first week of the 
month following the month being tested. Complex-
ity must be in accordance with the qualified tech-
nology, including attributes such as microvias, layer 
count, line width, hole size and aspect ratio, etc. 
One way to determine which military lot was the 
most complex of the month is to review the micro-
section log. The location of the test coupons on the 
panel needs to be identified and documented.
Note: If the design has “foil construction,” surface 
peel strength samples need to be also submitted 
for testing. The deliverables to the testing lab in-
clude:

• Laboratory test request form

• Samples required for testing

• Master drawing

• Copy of purchase order

• Maintain a copy of all documents submit-
ted to an outside laboratory
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Required PCI Tests and Inspections
These include the following:

• Tensile strength

• Elongation

• Copper purity

• Rework simulation

• Moisture and insulation resistance

• Surface peel strength (foil lamination lots)

Note: Tensile strength and elongation testing are re-
quired (monthly) regardless of whether DoD specifica-
tion production occurred during the month.

Capability Verification Inspection
Thermal shock testing (typically every two years) is 
required for each base material type qualified. After 
thermal shock, the printed board test specimens 
need to meet the following requirements:

• Visual inspection: When inspected, there
shall be no evidence of plating cracks, blis-
tering, crazing, or delamination in excess of
that allowed.

• The change in resistance between the
first high-temperature cycle and the last
high-temperature cycle shall not be more
than 10%.

• Destructive physical analysis (DPA) by
cross-sectioning: The PCB test specimen shall
be vertically cross-sectioned and inspected;
requirements specified shall be met.

• “Solder reflow thermal stress” and “direct
current-induced thermal cycling” may be
considered by the TRB team for CVI but is not
required.

As with PCI, any failure will require submitting a cor-
rective action to DLA and also shall require notifica-
tion to the affected customer within three working 
days (typically) of the discovery of the failure. CVI 
reporting shall be approved by the TRB team and 
submitted to the qualifying activity in order to 
maintain current DoD qualifications.
The CVI report will outline the supporting data that 
is being used to support that the capabilities list-

ed for each base material qualification have been 
met. Supporting data includes In-process, LCI, PCI, 
and thermal shock test reports. Other production 
supporting documentation may include the master 
drawings, lay-up sheets, travelers, etc. Reports are 
typically required to be submitted within 60 days 
from the end of the reporting period.
Slash Sheets
Specification or slash sheets can be a bit confusing, 
but they are basically just performance specs that 
cover the requirements for PCBs based on their 
technology as outlined here:

• MIL–PRF–31032/1: Printed Wiring Board,
Rigid, Multilayered, Thermosetting Resin
Base Material, With or Without Blind and
Buried Plated Through-Holes, for Soldered
Part Mounting.

• MIL–PRF–31032/2: Printed Wiring Board,
Rigid, Single and Double Layer, Thermoset-
ting Resin Base Material, With or Without
Plated Through-Holes, for Soldered Part
Mounting.

• MIL–PRF–31032/3: Printed Wiring Board,
Flexible, Single and Double Layer, With or
Without Plated Through-Holes, With or With-
out Stiffeners, for Soldered Part Mounting.

• MIL–PRF–31032/4: Printed Wiring Board,
Rigid-Flex or Flexible, Multilayer, With Plat-
ed Holes, With or Without Stiffeners, for Sol-
dered Part Mounting.

• MIL–PRF–31032/5: Printed Wiring Board,
Rigid, Multilayered, Thermoplastic or Ther-
moplastic and Thermosetting Resin Base
Material, With Plated Through-Holes, for
High-Frequency Applications.

• MIL–PRF–31032/6: Printed Wiring Board,
Rigid, Single and Double Sided, Thermoplas-
tic Resin Base Material, With or Without Plat-
ed Through-Holes, for High-Frequency Appli-
cations.

Conclusion
I hope the information presented here has been ed-
ucational and helpful for anyone looking to manu-
facture for the military and aerospace market.
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